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The roller skates are used to roll along the wheels. Actually, it is an entity that you can wear on your
feet. A roller skate is made up of four components that is the chassis (plates), skating boots, wheels
and bearings. Each of these components is described below:

1.Chassis/Plates: Chassis are built from aluminum metal and different types of plastics. The chassis
varies according to the quality and cost. The chassis like Roll-line and Atlas are very expensive. On
the other hand, the price of vinyl chassis is very less.

The plates or chassis are also made with the help of plastic alone. However, these plastic plates are
used on the speed roller skates. There are various types of plastic chassis and these are made from
the components like basic vinyl or nylon. The plastic plates are light in weight and therefore, some
skaters prefer plastic plates over the metal ones. However, these plates are not used much as these
are not as rigid as the metal plates. Moreover, to protect the skaters from any type of injury, the
jump-bars made of metal are attached to the metal plates. This is another reason which is
responsible for the more usage of metal plates. As some retailers offer the customization service,
thus, you can ask the retailer to customize the color of the plates as per your likings.

2.Skating Boots: The professional skate boots are usually created from leather. The leather boots
are extremely comfortable and cozy, and their top most feature is their durability. Leather skating
boots are expensive and available in different range of prices. Vinyl boots are also used for the
skating purpose but they are not as good as the leather boots. Vinyl boots are best for the kids and
leather boots are best for the adults.  

3.Skating Wheels: There are a wide variety of skating wheels available in the market. If you have
high boot roller skates, then narrower art style wheels are recommended for that skates. On the
other hand, for low boot skates, quad speed wheels are there. Besides these, Outdoor wheels are
best for the people who perform the skating activity indoor as well as outdoors. Furthermore, the
beginners who want to start this sport can go for the skates with outdoor wheels.

4.Bearings: Bearings are the essential part of the skates. It is advised to buy a pair of high quality of
skates because only high quality gliders use high quality of bearings and the low quality gliders uses
low quality bearings. The tolerance of a bearing is rated in terms of the ABEC scale where ABEC
stands for Annular Bearing Engineering Committee. However, some bearing objects that are
specially created for skating do not have ABEC rating.

These are the constituents that are used to make roller skates. It is very easy to buy these skates
and you can buy your pair of skates from any online store.
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